From the crisp smell of myrtlewood in Washington to the green waterways that are home to manatees in Florida, state parks in the US fill a vital niche for protecting and managing popular outdoor recreation settings. Directors and managers at these parks are asked to provide high-quality outdoor recreation opportunities to visitors—a task that is becoming increasingly difficult since operating budgets for state parks across the country have steadily declined. Everyone has had to tighten their proverbial belts. The challenge to state park managers is to use budgets to manage more visitors with the best possible service, while keeping costs as low as possible.

Recent research from the Institute looks at which state park systems in the US have been the most and the least cost efficient over the past three decades (Smith & Siderelis, 2016). The Institute’s Director, Dr. Jordan W. Smith, and his colleague examined which states have improved efficiency and which states have struggled (Figure 2). When comparing the best and the worst systems, they also identified which planning and management decisions seemed to result in better operating efficiency overall.

The economic model used for this analysis looked for state park systems that used the least amount of money to produce the most benefit (more visitation, better resource management, and more personnel employed). The researchers used indirect measures for these factors: visitation levels, investments in projects, and employee-hours worked. These measures were chosen because they are universal to all 50 state park systems and can be found in public databases. The researchers assumed that the more efficient parks would be able to do more of these things with each dollar spent.
The authors found decision-making trends among states that had the best track records for efficiency. Systems that worked to generate more visitation per acre had long-term reductions in inefficiency. These systems also allowed for more investments in one-time capital improvements and used more employee labor-hours per acre to maintain their parks.

It is important to remember that there is not a simple reason that a state park is efficient or not. For instance, if visitor numbers plateaued, or if a state reduced the size of their park system without adjusting the budget, that would register as inefficiency. The same would be true for a shift in the hours worked by seasonal staff in response to a change in state policy. The analysis illustrates which states have been consistently good or bad at using their operating budgets over time. We can look to systems that have consistently demonstrated efficiency to discover more ways to provide high quality outdoor recreation opportunities to visitors under increasingly limited operating budgets.
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